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2010.05.18: Glendon leaves for Chile on a motorcycle
My parents have two sons. One is a son that no typical oriental parents would ever want. Being a photographer, large
format digital print maker, and an entrepreneur he is, by definition, a professional artist without a steady income. He
completed a four year business degree program in a school that in 2001 ranked below a school that doesn't even have a
business program in the business school section of Maclean's Magazine's annual post secondary institution rankings.
He felt it was a waste of almost a fifth of is life upon barely graduating in 2005. When many graduates can joke that all
they are leaving with is this piece of paper worth about $20,000 and four years of intensive study, this son has actually
managed to lose this piece of paper. They constantly worry about this son not eating properly because he is the only
member of the family with clearly visible ribs and protruding hip bones. He alienates people with a ruthless and
non-sympathetic attitude valuing only results and never rewarding for fruitless but noble efforts. The other son is who
many Asian parents would not only be pleased to have as a son but would eagerly and proudly tell other Asian parents
about. He completed his co-op chemical engineering degree from one of the most revered universities for this field, has
maintained outstanding academic scores, participated in structured extra curricular activities, is a crowd-charmer, just
returned from a research placement in Norway studying carbon recapture and will likely lead a respectable and stable
career in something related to his degree. He makes friends easily and is well-liked. On top of all of this, this son works
out and is in excellent physical condition.
My brother, the son that many Asian parents would dream of having, leaves for what could be over half a year on a dual
sport motorcycle to South America. I know that my mother is very worried for my brother's safety because of all of the
accidents she has seen on the news in North America and some truly horrific incidences involving single track motor
vehicles back in Malaysia. But I told my mom not to worry; I have instructed my brother that in case of a serious and
crippling accident, make sure he dies instead. And since I have refrained from motorcycling for the past few years due to
heavy construction on many of the roadways that I normally use, she only stands to lose one son to a motorcycle
accident. I guess the math makes sense but I hope that they both know that I am just kidding.
He checks in whenever there is internet access and a chance to Skype back home. It helps keep our mother's worries
under control. You can follow his journey on his new blog. I'm sure it'd be cool if you wanted to contact him to say hello
but if there is a message you'd prefer for me to pass to him or you'd like to be informed right away of the latest patch of
pavement or piece of debris he collides just ask. His blog may have a posting delay since our mother has finally started
checking it.
I took a few photos of him before he geared up and left with his friend Jan. At time of writing, Glendon is in Mexico and I
believe Jan is returning to Canada to begin his medical residence. If you read this, Glendon, understand that most of the
aforementioned is written in jest. It isn't just mom and dad that are proud of you; I am very proud of having you as a
brother and I am envious that you are taking this trip. I don't worry for you but still hope that you return safely.

As unbelievable as it may look, this really is his bike and he really does have a Class 6 license.

All shot on Fuji NPZ in the Leica M7 and with the 35/2 and pushed from the rated ISO 800 to about ISO 1600 or so. I
had shot some other content on this roll thinking it was Delta 400 that I frequently push to ISO 1600 so everything was
exposed for ISO 1600.

Jan is an experienced rider and I think the whole family is glad that he was traveling with Glendon.

The last frame I shoot of my brother for who knows how long. I hope you have a great trip.

Posted by Klyment Tan in Personal at 06:05

2010.06.05: Slide film sucks . . .
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. . . for wedding photography. Or so I thought until I received two rolls of Fuji Astia 100 non-F back from my pro lab of
choice, ABC Photocolour, after Dong Kim and I shot a wedding for a black couple (with mostly black wedding party) a
couple Saturdays ago. I don't usually blog wedding photos nor do I advertise myself as a wedding photographer but I
feel that I need to share these images with a larger audience because I regularly express my feelings of aversion
towards positive film for existing light photography because of its narrower exposure latitude, lower maximum speeds
available, and inconvenience since the closest good lab being in Vancouver. Up until recently, I would shoot almost
exclusively Fuji NPZ/Pro-Z ISO 800 negative print film rating it at ISO 640 and Ilford HP5+ or Delta 400 at anywhere
from ISO 100 to 3200 and processed in Kodak HC-110 or Kodak XTOL. I would then shoot formal portrait photos on a
dSLR like the Nikon D300 or D3 because of the flexibility of shooting at a low base ISO, higher maximum shutter speed
than my Leica M7 or Zeiss Ikon, and the often superior colour output with satisfactory black and white conversions.
These two rolls of Astia 100 make film rangefinder photography outdoors for formal wedding portraiture totally feasible
with my shooting style. Positive frame borders deliberately retained when scanning with the Nikon Coolscan 5000 ED.
All but the first frame selected from a roll of thirty eight exposures.
And a huge thank you to Yvette and Alvin for selecting Dong and I as your photographers. I couldn't have hope for a
better start to the wedding season. The baring of unfiltered emotions, the love shared by all of the wedding party and
guests which have been cultivated, in some cases, for a period longer than I have been alive, the dozen high school
aged female total strangers that you allowed to join your dance, and even the hour and a half of beautifully composed,
delivered, and thoroughly entertaining toasts during the reception made shooting this wedding one of the most fun
wedding shooting experiences I have ever had.

I shot this image last of the set being posted but it makes more sense to see this image first. It just happened that we
shot the formal photos before the wedding ceremony. Shot with the Leica M7 at 1/1000s and F/2 through the Zeiss
Biogon ZM 35mm F/2. It's also important to note that all of my M-mount equipment is in chrome/silver colour because
the colour of the camera equipment has a huge impact on the images it creates.

One of the few shots with "real" wind blowing Yvette's veil. Leica 90mm F/2.8 Elmarit, first generation in chrome.

In retrospect, the photographic challenges imposed by very dark-skinned person in very white clothing without artificial
light control in a slightly backlit scene should have turned any more risk-averse photographer away as inexperienced as
I from trying film technology which is known to have less exposure latitude than professional negative films and modern
professional digital still capture devices on a production shoot but I am glad that I took the risk. Zeiss Biogon 35mm F/2
@ F/2 and 1/1000s. Strangely, the bride's face turned out noticeably darker than the rest of her exposed skin. In the final
deliverable photos I will likely lighten her face to be a bit more consistent with the rest of her body.

Alvin had an irremovable grin on his face the entire day. I struggled with it at first as I tried to create more dramatic and
serious photos but as a photographer trying to take a contemporary approach to wedding photography I think it is more
important to act as channel for the day's emotions than to try to create something untrue; Alvin really is the happiest
groom that I have ever seen.

The problem with having only one roll of film loaded at a time is that you are stuck using whatever film you have loaded
even when the situation changes. I originally wanted to shoot some HP5+ and let it overexpose a little by using it at
rated speed and then processing in Ilfosol S as part of the non-formal coverage of the formal portrait session to allow for
some noticeable grain structure but I had a few frames of Astia left loaded in the camera so that's what I used. Same
settings as previous frame. I noticed that Astia 100's
anti-halation measures may be weaker than with other films thus
resulting in more "glow". The glow is further amplified by the dirt on
my lenses that I refuse to clean off.

The graduating high school classes and the handful of other photographers with wedding parties at the Alberta
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Legislature were very co-operative keeping out of our field of views and giving us time to work. Which is good or else the
bridesmaids were ready to muscle us through the crowds and maintain a perimeter. Still, I think someone's elbow is just
into the frame near the bottom right edge. Leica M7, Elmarit 90mm F/2.8 first generation M-mount.

It was about time to leave the formals location when we realized that we needed some shots of just the couple. I haven't
seen Dong's shots yet but he has some more dynamic arrangements. That said, a bench in the Lois Hole Garden east
of the main building gave us what we needed to change up the terrain a bit.

Hahah . . . awesome.
With the exception of a handful of shots during the ceremony and some ISO 12,800 shots during the reception, I was
Nikon D3-free for the entire day. This allowed me to pack a two camera digital/analog hybrid system with the M7/35mm
Biogon/90mm Elmarit and the GH1/20mm 1.7/14-140 with twenty rolls of film in a bag with total weight around 8lbs. If
you're wedding shooter looking to lighten up your kit I highly recommend considering the combination of the GH1 and an
M-mount rangefinder like the modern Zeiss Ikon, Leica MP, Leica M7 or, if you can deal with the replacement of chrome
with paint on a Leica body, the Leica M9.
Posted by Klyment Tan in Shoots at 04:38
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